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Open source policy & strategy freelancer. If your 
company needs help with open source compliance, 
contributions, or anything else, I'm the gal for you.
Author & community moderator for opensource.com
Here's my contact information. I encourage you to 
use it.
I originally gave this talk w/a co-presenter & want to 
take a moment to thank him for his contributions to 
the content which follows.
So what qualifies me to be up here today?

About me
VM (Vicky) Brasseur

 @vmbrasseur
 vmbrasseur
 nbpy@vmbrasseur.com

Thanks & Co-Credit to Josh Berkus
@fuzzychef
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And here's a list of the events at which I've 
spoken.
I'll have presented about 22 times this year 
alone, at 18 events around the globe, and 
that's me trying to cut back.
I've spent a lot of time studying & 
practicing conference speaking & will share 
some of my knowledge with you today.
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These slides are already available, both with 
and without speaker notes
This is a github repo of dozens of resources 
for learning how to be a better conference 
speaker. Contributions welcome.
I'll show both of these URLs again at the end, 
so you don't have to grab them now
Now, let's set up some expectations. What am 
I going to cover today?

Slides

https://archive.org/details/nbpy2017-speakertraining

Resources

https://github.com/vmbrasseur/Public_Speaking
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The first 5 sections are about preparing your talk. The final five about 
presenting it.
We're going to be moving fairly quickly.
There are many things which are not included in this talk. This is just an 
introduction, it's not an advanced deep-dive.
These are the basic guidelines to get you started.
There is more than one way to do it. You don't have to make your talks 
adhere to all of the things I'm going to recommend. Take from this 
workshop what you want, ignore what you want. You do you.
But I caution you not to stray too far from these guidelines if you're just 
starting out. Get good at the basic stuff, then you can go all Jimi Hendrix 
on your talks.
Questions? I'll pause between each section.
Need to step out for some reason? No problem!

TOC

1. Know your audience

2. Have an idea

3. Tell a story

4. Constructing your presentation

5. Practice your talk

6. Present yourself

7. Demos & Code

8. Interact with the audience

9. Before you speak

10.After you speak
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A presentation is a product, just like any 
of the software you help create.
Like software, if you don't take time to 
consider your user before you start 
writing, you'll probably write the wrong 
thing.
Therefore, learn about your audience 
before you start planning out your talk.

1. Know Your 
Audience
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Not a complete list
What is the technical level of the average attendee? Are they seasoned 
programmers? Are they on the less-programming side of software development?
The expected size of your audience is very important when preparing your 
material. You may choose to present a different version of your talk in a small and 
intimate setting than you would in a large lecture hall.
Most people take for granted that their audience will understand English, but that's 
not always the case. Rather than assuming and making an ass of yourself on 
stage, take a moment to confirm the spoken language of your audience.
This culture can spring from the geographical location of the event, but also can 
spring from the sort of attendees the event expects to attract. Free software 
supporters will have a different perspective than enterprise software devs.
Do a little research to learn of the latest events in the community to which you're 
going to present. Have they recently had a monumentous release? Have they 
recently lost an important community member? Be aware of these milestones and 
landmines before you start to frame your presentation.

Some Criteria To Consider

» Technical level

» Expected audience size

» Human language

» Culture

» Current events in the community
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It's rare that this sort of information is simply offered to you. To be honest, few 
conference organizers do as good of a job communicating audience information up-
front to speakers as they do to potential sponsors. So how do you go about gathering 
this information?
The most obvious and useful answer is also the one which people don't usually think 
of immediately: Just ask the organizers. Whether they've thought to share this info w/
speakers or not, they do have this information handy.
Another way to learn about your audience is to take to social media to see who's 
expressing excitement or interest in the event. This can lead to some great insights 
into the nature of your potential audience.
While checking out social networking, don't forget to look for posts about prior 
editions of the event. That as well as past event schedules can provide a lot of 
information of what to expect from the event and your audience.
If nothing else, you can always define for yourself for which audience you're aiming. In 
the description for your talk, be very explicit about its expected technical level, in 
which language it'll be presented, and any other necessary pre-requisites. This will 
allow your audience to self-select.

How to learn this information…

» Ask the conference organizers

» Social media

» Prior years

» Define it yourself up front

» Declare technical level, language, etc. & the 
audience will self-select
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CHECK TIME

Questions?
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OK, now that you have some 
information about your 
audience, you can either come 
up with or craft an idea and 
proposal which is well suited 
for them and the event.

2. Have An Idea
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It could be you already have an 
idea or two. If not, there are 
plenty of ways to generate one.
For starters, look at your own 
experience. (step through 
bullet points)

Ideas based on experience

» What are you working on now?

» What challenges have you overcome recently?

» What failed? What worked?
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You can use social networks to survey your potential 
audience.
You can ask direct questions of your network. 
Examples: "Hey, if someone were to talk about the perils 
of first contact, what would you like to hear?" or "What 
sort of challenges have you had with your warp drive?"
Or you can do what we did: Create a survey on 
GoogleForms & share that with your network. You can 
gather a lot more information this way and, if you make 
the survey quick/easy to fill in you may able to engage a 
lot more people than you would with one-off questions.

Casual surveys

» Using social media to gather information

» Questions which can be answered

» What does the audience want to hear?

» What questions would the audience like answered?

» What problems have the audience had?
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If there's nothing in it for the audience, why 
would they show up? Be very clear with 
them about what they're going to get out of 
your presentation. This is neither the time 
nor the place for clickbait.
I do a lot of conference talk proposal reviews. 
If an abstract doesn't say what the audience 
will get out of it, I vote it down. They need to 
know why your talk is worth their time.

What will the audience learn?

By the end, the audience should:

» Learn something useful

» Learn something enlightening

» Be able to do something they couldn't

» Be specific
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Usually a topic will come out of 
these questions (if you didn't 
have one before).
Whatever that topic is, please 
make sure it meets this 
requirement.

Know your topic

» Something you know well (or can learn by 
conference time)

» Something you care about
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Josh & I did a survey on speaker/
audience perceptions of what made a 
good talk good or bad.
Note how "Deep Knowledge" and 
"Energetic speaker" are the #2 and #3 
important qualities for a good talk. You 
don't get those presenting on a topic 
you don't know or care about.
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Often you have a really cool idea but the 
conference doesn't happen for another 
6 months. 
Don't let that stop you from proposing 
the talk, but do be prepared to do a lot of 
work in advance of the presentation so 
you can be fully prepared.
Conference Driven Development

Don't know enough?

» Research!
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As you're coming up with and proposing 
your idea, be aware of how long of a 
time slot you'll have for that conference.
Don't over-promise or bite off more than 
you can chew
Are four basic timeslots you can expect 
to see/fill. Yes, there are others, but 
these are the most common ones.

Appropriate to timeslot
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Many folks tell new speakers 
to start here. I don't, because I 
think they're hard.
Low investment and over 
quickly, but can be hard to do 
well

Four basic timeslots
3-5 minutes - Lightning or Ignite Talk. One small topic briefly.

"5 Droids You ARE Looking For"
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Four basic timeslots
20-30 minutes - Short subject overview. One small topic in depth.

"The One Weird Trick For Defeating the Death Star"
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Four basic timeslots
45-60 minutes - Large subject overview. Substantial topic in depth.

"Lightspeed On A Budget"
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Whichever you target, make 
sure your topic is appropriate 
for it.

Four basic timeslots
Tutorial/Workshop (half to full day or more). Whole subject.

"Building Your Own Protocol Droid"
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While "appropriate for the 
audience" is the golden rule 
for topic selections, there are 
some general things you 
should avoid when crafting 
your idea and proposal.

Topic Don'ts
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Hands you a deck, says "go 
present this"
May have the knowledge but 
not the passion; audience will 
feel duped

Don't Be A Sock Puppet

Make the topic your own or don't present it.
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Don't betray the trust of your 
audience.

Don't Bait and Switch

You must fulfill your proposal promise.
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There's a time and a place for a 
sales/marketing pitch. That time/
place is usually not in a session at 
a technical conference.
Audiences resent being sold to 
when they expected to be 
learning.

Don't Make It A Sales/Marketing Pitch

Save it for the expo floor.
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CHECK TIME

Questions?
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So, OK, you have a defined audience and you have 
an idea scoped to the timeslot. 
Believe it or not, that's the hardest and most 
important part. If you do none of that correctly, then 
the work which follows won't be as effective (or 
won't be effective at all).
And that following work is: The writing. 
Writing itself is very hard. But there are some 
strategies you can use to make it if not easy then at 
least less hard.

3. Tell A Story
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Collecting your thoughts in advance can save you a lot of work. 
Without this step, you're likely to do a lot of unnecessary writing, re-
writing, and editing. 
A couple hours of preparation can save you days of frustration (also: 
writer's block)
Don't just dive into your presentation. I mean, if you know for sure that 
this is a method that works for you, by all means do so. But it's pretty 
rare that this is a winning strategy. Instead, take some time to 
brainstorm and outline your talk before you start writing it.
When doing this, don't be concerned about order or structure or 
whether you don't have enough information (you will) or whether you 
have too much (you will). Just do a brain dump of everything you can 
think and want to say about your chosen topic. You can put it in order 
later.

Brainstorming & Outlining

Organize your thoughts before starting to write
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There are several methods which you can use for this. One 
is the "hi-fi" approach: use software. We're technologists! 
We can do anything through software! 
Some of the software which is useful for this approach are 
mind-mapping apps. Online Kanban boards can also be 
called into play here.
Software is good for this because it's portable. You can 
grab your device and easily go work at a cafe or something.
Mind-mapping: MindNode, freemind, bubbl.us, scapple 
(scrivener)
Kanban: Trello, Huboard, Taiga

Hi-fi methods

» Mind-mapping software 

» Kanban boards
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Mind-mapping in meatspace. Less portable, but very effective 
for many people.
Get a big stack of cards or sticky notes and then fill them with 
ideas. One card, one idea. Keep going until you've captured all 
of your thoughts.
After you've emptied your brain, just start reorganizing the cards 
into a physical representation of an outline. As you do this, you'll 
undoubtedly find a lot of cards which don't fit in (set them aside; 
don't use them), and several which are missing (create them).
Once you're done organizing your cards or sticky notes, transfer 
that information to a "proper" outline. This will form the basis of 
your talk.

Lo-fi methods

» Sticky notes

» Note cards
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Whatever system you use, remember: 1 
thought, 1 bullet point/card
Each card/bullet point will translate 
directly to a single slide. Your 
presentation will be a lot easier to create 
now.
Once you've outlined, it's time to start 
arranging your thoughts for presentation.

The best system is the 
system you will use.
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How many of you have heard of 
these 7 basic plots for fiction writing?
Nearly every fiction story more or 
less fits into one of these 7 plot 
categories.
We have analogous categories for 
presentations…

Seven basic fiction plots

1.Overcoming the Monster

2.Rags to Riches

3.The Quest

4.Voyage and Return

5.Comedy

6.Tragedy

7.Rebirth
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Finding the story type for your topic can 
help you frame the content and create 
a coherent narrative arc.
I'm going to go through these briefly 
but remember: they're just suggestions. 
It could be that your talk won't fit these 
categories perfectly and THAT IS OK.

Six basic presentation stories

1.Catalog

2.End To End

3.Quest

4.Enlightenment

5.Show & Tell

6.Theme & Variations
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This talk is essentially just a 
catalog of tips.

1. Catalog

A list of items with details

Example: Old Possum's Book of 
Practical Cats
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Pick a start, pick an end, fill in 
the bits in between

2. End To End

Top to bottom, start to 
finish, beginner to advanced

Example: The Hobbit or There 
And Back Again
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3. Quest

A search for solutions to a 
problem (maybe success)

Example: Star Wars: A New 
Hope
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4. Enlightenment

A journey from ignorance to 
knowledge.

Example: Serenity
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5. Show & Tell

Demo something, then examine 
and explain how you did it.

Example: The Joy Of Painting
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6. Theme & Variations

Show several different ways 
to do something and compare/
contrast.

Example: Rashomon
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Tell a story is now done
CHECK TIME

Questions?
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Public speaking articles, books, gurus will tell 
you there's a Right Way™ to do this. They're 
wrong.
The combination of your material with your 
audience is a unique one.
The only right way is the one which best 
conveys the material to your audience.
There is no silver bullet. No one way to do a 
presentation.

4. Constructing 
Your Presentation
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Sometimes the best presentation is 
no presentation at all (so to speak).
Step through the bullets
If you go this way, make sure you're 
doing it because it's the best way 
to convey the material to your 
audience. Don't be gimmicky.

No slides?

» Demo-only

» Whiteboard

» Group exercises

» Puppets, LEGO, what have you
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But when I say "presentation" nearly all of us will think 
"slides." And that's perfectly fine. See? I'm using slides. :-)
Keynote, Powerpoint, LibreOffice, Google Present. These get 
the job done quite adequately and are where most folks start.
But aside from the Big Four, these days you have a host of 
shiny new options from which to choose. There's Prezi, 
Remark, reveal.js, and Haiku Deck among others. This 
presentation is using Deckset.
Pick whichever one suits your needs, but remember that 
whatever you select will have a learning curve, so give 
yourself the time to learn how to use your tools.

Slide software

» The Usual Suspects

» Deckset, reveal.js and alternatives
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There aren't really any rules. Don't let anyone 
tell you otherwise. You be you, honey.
REMEMBER: The best design is the one which 
most effectively delivers your ideas. Take the 
time to consider how best to frame and 
present YOUR information to YOUR audience. 
What will get your point across well?
There are, however, some guidelines you 
should consider.

Slide Design

Not Important…

…unless you do it wrong.
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There's no need to get fancy 
here. Simple is best (especially 
if you're not very good at 
design)

Colours
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light on dark, dark on light.
This shouldn't need saying, yet 
somehow people always mess 
it up.
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Each of these is good for different 
contexts.
You rarely know in which context you'll 
be presenting, though. So pick what 
works best for your personal sensibilities.
Remember: the primary goal is to have 
something easily readable from the back 
of the room.
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Hundreds of years ago, it was very 
important for people to be able to 
read banners from across a field.
Is that crowd of people approaching 
the castle friend or foe?
Some very clever folks came up 
with rules to make this easy.

This colour thing, though, 
is a solved problem…
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Those people were the 
heralds.
The rules for heraldry are many 
and varied, but the rule we're 
interested in is this one.
What does this mean?

Heraldry

Thou shalt not place a metal 
upon a metal, nor a colour 
upon a colour.
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This provides a very strong distinction 
between background and foreground.
Makes the slides easy to read, even from 
across the room.
This strong distinction between background 
and foreground also helps a lot for the 8% or 
so of your audience who is colour blind 
(please don't forget about them)

Heraldry Colours 
("tinctures")

» Metals: Yellow, White 

» Colors: Black, Red, Green, 
Blue, Purple, etc.
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Yes, I'm aware that my own slides aren't 
using the simple fonts listed. Again: 
these things are guidelines and are a 
good place to start.
If you use too many fonts, the audience 
will be busy trying to puzzle out whether 
there's some sort of semantic meaning to 
them rather than paying attention to you.

Typefaces and Type

» Stick to simple + common fonts
Arial, Helvetica, Times, etc.

» No more than three per presentation
two is better

» one for titles

» one for text

» one for code
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So that's the design of the 
slides, but what about the 
content on them?
What's the best practice for 
that?

But what about the 
content?
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More Slides
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Less Text
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One Thought
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One Slide
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Newsflash: SLIDES ARE FREE. You can use as many of them as 
you want or need in order to convey your information to your 
audience.
Some people like to say that there's a "time per slide" rule. One 
slide per minute. Two slides per minute. One slide per five minutes.
They're all full of crap. My friend John get nervous if his 30-40 
minute talks have fewer than 150 slides. His talks are really 
effective, but that's the style that works for him. It may not for you.
I used to use hundreds per presentation and now usually do about 
56.
1 slide. 101 slides. Whatever. Do whatever best conveys your 
ideas to your audience.

(or more)
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Just don't do something like this.
If you do something like this 
you'll be acquired by Oracle and 
disappear.
Walk through bad points of the 
slide.
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Many of slide software packages come with a lot of bells and 
whistles. Just because you have them doesn't mean you 
have to USE them.
If you use transitions, make them consistent. Otherwise the 
audience will be busy trying to puzzle out whether your 
transitions have semantic meaning rather than paying 
attention to you.
If you use animated gifs, make sure they either don't stay on 
screen for very long or only repeat their animation once or 
twice.
More than that is very distracting for much of your audience. 
Lizard brain -> movement -> not paying attention to you.

Transitions & Animations
Use them sparingly!

(if at all)

» Only when they make sense for the content

» Make transitions consistent

» This includes animated gifs
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Nothing at the edges: often 
cut off on the screen/projector
Bottom is particularly difficult 
for entire room to see, 
especially if the room isn't 
tiered.

Think Inside The Box
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CHECK TIME

Questions?
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Writing your talk is one thing. 
Performing it is another. And 
make no mistake about it, this 
is a performance. And to make 
your performance successful, 
you must practice.

5. Practice
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You might think, "Hey, I just spent a lot of time writing this. I know it. I have 
this, no problem." But, no, you're wrong. 
Writing is not the same as performing.
YOU. MUST. PRACTICE. 
Practicing allows you to become more comfortable with speaking the 
material rather than thinking it. It gives you the chance to develop good 
habits of posture and delivery. 
It makes the process more second nature, ensuring a considerably better 
chance of everything going smoothly.
Survey: Asked which bad speaker practice folks would erase. By a large 
margin most popular answer was "unpracticed/unprepared presenter." 
Nearly twice as many as the next most popular answer.
You think your audience won't be able to tell if you didn't practice, but 
you're wrong. They know, and they don't like it.

This is NOT optional
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Have you ever sat in a talk only to have a speaker read their 
slides? That's mostly a flaw in the writing (too much on a 
slide).
Presenting equivalent is putting all of your text into the 
speaker notes then doing a dramatic reading of those notes.
This is a crutch for those who don't know their material well 
enough.
Which is not to say that having speaker notes is a bad thing. 
These notes are here to provide guidance during the talk 
and value after the talk. Notes are not there to read, only to 
guide the way.

Avoids reading from your slides

Even if you have a lot of speaker notes
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Can help you get more familiar w/
the material, but not w/presenting 
it.
The way you emote in your head 
will be different than out loud.
Presenting is not reading. 
Presenting is performance.

Wrong way to practice

Read/review your slides to yourself in your head.
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Practice as you'd perform. 

Right way to practice

Actually perform your material.
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Will you be standing up with a clicker, presenting to a room of people? Try to 
find the opportunity to do that. Local meetups are great for this, but perhaps 
you have some very patient and understanding friends who'd be willing to 
listen and provide feedback.
If you don't have the opportunity to practice for other people, do it at least for 
yourself. Or for your dog. Or your hamster. But not your cat, since its too 
harsh a critic.
Once you're more comfortable with the material, practice in front of a mirror 
to try to see and correct some of your physical and stance foibles.
Regardless of the method you choose, try to record yourself. Many of us 
hate watching/listening to videos of ourselves (myself included), but few 
things are quite as effective at helping you spot and correct potential 
problems with your presentation and performance.
I have started uploading most of my practice videos the the Internet Archive 
item which contains my slides.

Where to practice

» At a local meetup

» To your friends

» To a mirror (or your pet)

» Record yourself!
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Another valuable benefit of practicing is to expose flaws with 
your writing.
None of us get it right the first time. There are wordings which 
don't quite work. There are transitions which don't transit. There 
is too much content. There is not enough. You don't know these 
things until you run through the material a few times.
It's usually best if you practice for comfortability and editing 
purposes first, and only afterward work on hitting your times. 
Why time something which is still in flux? As well, when 
practicing to expose potential edits you may need to pause to 
take notes. This can mess up any times you're trying to 
measure.

Editing

“Merely because you have got something to say that 
may be of interest to others does not free you from 
making all due effort to express that something in 
the best possible medium and form.”

Jack London
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These are the places where 
people trip up in a performance, 
so don't be afraid of refactoring 
your talk in order to smooth out 
the transitions and your 
performances of them.

Flow

Section and slide transitions (verbal and structural)
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Most new speakers I know hit both ends of the time spectrum 
during their practice and performance runs: 
DURING PRACTICE, they learn that they have far too much 
material and end up having to cut and reformat a lot of slides.
DURING PERFORMANCE, they're often so nervous they 
speak very quickly and end early.
Therefore: Set times for each section and then practice each 
section until you feel comfortable with it and can hit the time 
limit you need. Then do it again, just to be sure it wasn't a fluke.
When you perform, use the timer function on your 
presentation software (or an external timer) to help you hit 
your marks.

Timing and pacing

» Use a timer

» Break talk into logical 
sections

» Write down section times

» Practice each section 
separately to hit its time
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CHECK TIME

Questions?
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OK, so you have your talk written and practiced.
Now you actually have to perform it.
How you physically present yourself has a huge 
impact on how your performance is received.
So what are some things you can do to 
maximize that impact? There's a lot of 
psychology to this one. You usually want to do 
everything ethically possible to make your 
audience like you.1

6. Present Yourself
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Make eye contact with audience 
members.
We trust people who will look us in the 
eye. Those people aren't hiding 
anything.
Therefore allow your eyes to float 
around the room and meet the eyes of 
others.

Eye contact Do's

"Float" -> Glance around the room, moving from person 
to person
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Eye contact Don'ts

» Stare at one person

» Just look at your friends

» Just look at your laptop
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Studies have shown that we trust people more if they take a more open stance. 
^ Sweeping but not ostentatious arm movements
^ shoulders back and chest expanded
^ feet shoulder width apart
^ head back and chin up. 
Theories are that we trust these people more because of the position of vulnerability shown by an 
open stance. They trust us and are being vulnerable, so we trust them. 
Those who are hostile or who might hurt us hunch down, scrunch over, trying to protect themselves 
from attack or hide something from us. They don't trust us, so we don't trust them.
As well, we are drawn to friendly and engaging people. Sincere smiles attract people to us and make 
them want to listen to what we have to say. Note: These are sincere smiles. These are hard to fake, so 
you have to legitimately be having a good time up there, or at least have prepared enough to feel 
confident in your perfomance.
If you watch videos of great speakers, you'll find that they're fairly mobile. They're not hiding behind a 
podium; they're out there in front of the audience, wandering slightly but always presenting their front 
to the watchers.
Recording yourself while practicing will help you locate any annoying little habits you may have. Do 
you hold your arms in and close to your body? Do you not look at the audience? When I did this, I 
learned that I had a bad habit of standing on one foot. I know, weird, right? But watching videos 
allowed me to break myself of that habit.

Body language

» Expansive (open stance)

» Smile and be engaged

» Move around

» Front forward

» Bad habits
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A lot of the body language and voice stuff is WELL COVERED in theatre resources. I 

encourage you to seek these out. I won't have time to cover them today.

Remember when I said that "unpracticed/unprepared speaker" was the most popular answer 

to "which one bad speaker practice would you eliminate?"

Second most popular answer: "Couldn't hear or understand the speaker."

But some of the things to which you can pay attention include:

Projection: Are you quiet? Or are you standing tall and speaking from the diaphragm? 

Watching your posture helps greatly here.

Diction: Are you mumbling? This may be a sign that you're not well-practiced with the material 

and are vocally hiding rather than speaking up with confidence. Try practicing a few more 

times.

Emotion/color: So many speakers stand in front of the crowd and have no inflection to the 

tone of their voice. It's monotonous, quite literally, and it's dull. As well, it sends the signal to the 

audience that you're not excited by the material. If you don't seem excited, why should they be 

excited? Add emotion and inflection to your voice when performing. Get excited and show it.

Vocal ticks are a hard one, but they're not as big of a deal as everyone thinks. Randall Koutnik: 

"Cache misfire". You say these things when you usually speak, so you'll say them when you 

present. Don't worry about it very much.

Voice

» Projection & Diction (don't mumble)

» Emotion/inflection

» "Um…" and related vocal ticks
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If you have taken the time to craft your story, to practice your 
performance, and to present yourself, I can guarantee you that 
not only will you have the confidence of an experienced 
speaker, you'll also have a better performance than 75% of 
them out there. 
Don't apologise for being inexperienced. If you say nothing, 
odds are good that your audience will never know. If you do say 
something, they'll start looking for mistakes. Worse: you'll get 
"helpful" but unnecessary advice. Just don't say anything about 
your speaking experience.
Also: NEVER FORGET THAT YOU EARNED YOUR PLACE ON 
THAT STAGE. Never apologise for being kickass at what you do.

Never apologise for being 
an inexperienced speaker
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CHECK TIME

Questions?
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Many speaker tutorials have 
focused on how difficult live 
demos are to carry off. This 
has new speakers gun-shy 
about demos. 

7. Demos & Code
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Demo to…

» Prove that it works

» Show that it's easy

» Entertain the audience

» Structure presentation

» You promised to

» Fun!
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That said, there are a bunch of reasons NOT to do a 
demo. The biggest one that people fear is that the 
demo will fail, resulting in embarassment. Most 
audiences are OK with demo failure because they're 
used to it. Your employer may not be, though.
The bigger reason not to do it is that setting up and 
doing a demo is very time-consuming, and 
audiences don't seem to consider it very important. 
So you may want to stick to the lowest levels of 
demo, or only do ones you think are fun.

Don't demo if…

» Nothing to demo

» Demo failure

» Time

» Audience may not care
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You'll notice that demos and exercises 
are way down the list in things they 
consider important. Now, we don't 
know if this is because demos aren't 
valuable, or because most are badly 
done, but it does mean that a demo 
shouldn't be your first focus.
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People think of demos as only "live interactive demo", 
but there are various levels, which escalate in terms of 
time involved to do them well, and risk of failure.
The lowest level of demo is simple: show some code 
from a working project. 
Graduating beyond that, you can record a video of 
yourself running whatever it is and narrate over it during 
your talk. This is almost as good as live execution 
without the risk of failure. Beware that audiences often 
react poorly to videos, though. Also, there are the A/V 
complications.

Types of demo

1.Show some code

2.Show-and-execute

3.Build-and-execute
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The most common demo is simply showing 
the code, so it's important to get it right. 
Fortunately, this is mostly about formatting.
Pasting the code onto the slide is common, 
but can be cumbersome for a lot of code.
Xcode or an IDE can be good, as can showing 
code in a terminal or editor.
The key is that the code be readable. How do 
you do that?

Showing code

How to display it?

» Slide

» GUI Editor

» Terminal + Editor
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Text style for code

» use a monospace font (lucida, courier)

» use syntax highlighting

» light backgrounds usually better

» align for readability
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This is an example of badly formatted 
code. Note the following problems:
Too much text
^ Text is too small
^ Code is not aligned
^ Lines are too long
^ Assignments not aligned

Bad Code
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This is an example of some of 
the same code, much better 
formatted. The text is larger, 
and assignments are aligned.

Better Code
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Text style for code

Most of all:

<em>
  Make your code example text big enough!
</em>
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Snippet Zoom

create table reports.connections_by_minute as
select cast(minstart as time) as minstart, 
        start_count + sum( conn_count - disc_count ) 
        OVER ( order by minstart ) as conns
from (
select minstart,
        coalesce(conn_count,0) as conn_count,
        coalesce(disc_count,0) as disc_count
from log_minutes
        left outer join
        ( select date_trunc('minute', log_time) as contime,
                count(*) as conn_count
                from connections
                group by 1 ) as conns
        on minstart = conns.contime
        left outer join
        ( select date_trunc('minute', log_time) as contime,
                count(*) as disc_count
                from disconnections
                group by 1 ) as disconns
        on minstart = disconns.contime
) as connects,
( select count(*) 
  as start_count 
  from monitor.pg_stat_activity_start ) 
as start_connects;
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create table reports.connections_by_minute as
select cast(minstart as time) as minstart, 
        start_count + sum( conn_count - disc_count ) 
        OVER ( order by minstart ) as conns
from (
...
) as connects,
( ... ) 
as start_connects;
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...
from log_minutes
        left outer join
        ( select date_trunc('minute', log_time) 
          as contime,
                count(*) as conn_count
                from connections
                group by 1 ) as conns
) as connects ...
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... (
select minstart,
        coalesce(conn_count,0) as conn_count,
        coalesce(disc_count,0) as disc_count
from log_minutes
        left outer join
        ( ... ) as conns
        on minstart = conns.contime
        left outer join
        ( ... ) as disconns
        on minstart = disconns.contime
) as connects,
( ... ) 
as start_connects;
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You can even do something like this, 
where you snippet the code and 
then also highlight the most relevant 
part for what you want to show.
But the bottom line is: Code people 
cannot see, read is not useful code 
in a presentation.

... (
select minstart,
        coalesce(conn_count,0) as conn_count,
        coalesce(disc_count,0) as disc_count
from log_minutes
        left outer join
        ( ... ) as conns
        on minstart = conns.contime
        left outer join
        ( ... ) as disconns
        on minstart = disconns.contime
) as connects,
( ... ) 
as start_connects;
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Here's our friend the box 
again. Try to keep your demo 
within it, if possible.

Live Demos: Terminal Settings

» Use white background 

» Demo in the box (if possible)

» Use command history to avoid typos
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Make Your Terminal Text Bigger!
Do it now.

Don't wait until the demo starts.
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"cascading" -> Subsequent 
demos rely on prior. Earlier 
demo fails, it scuttles all the 
demos which rely on it

Minimise risk

» Be unambitious

» Test your actual hardware

» Don't expect internet

» Never do "cascading" demos
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Reasons why you'd "fake" a 
demo

Fake it 'til you make it

» Decrease risk

» As a failed demo fallback
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How to "fake" a demo

» screenshots

» video/screencast

» recorded shell session (ttyrec)

» interactive shell scripts

» local proxy
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It's OK. It's happens all the 
time. It only becomes a big 
deal when you make a big deal 
out of it.
Be prepared for failure. Have a 
backup plan/content.

Demo Failure
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CHECK TIME

Questions?
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8. Interact With The 
Audience
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This is a performance and you 
are in control.

Never Forget: YOU 
are the one driving 
the bus here. Keep it 
on the road.
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As soon as the presentation area is available, head up there and 
start setting up. While you do this and in the down time before your 
talk, engage with the audience a bit. Chat with them. 
This helps you become familiar to the audience as well as breaks 
the ice before you start your performance. You've already spoken 
with the audience. These people are all your friends now. This will 
be easy.
Another good thing to do: As people come in, ask them whether 
they'd mind sitting up closer to the front of the room. 
It's easier to present to a group who is consolidated in that way. 
As well, people scattered throughout the room makes it look empty 
and can sap your confidence. Not everyone will be willing to move 
up, but most will. Don't worry if not everyone does it.

Before the talk starts

» Quick polling

» Announcements

» Pre-Q&A

» Get people to move to the front of the room
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Sometimes, during your performance, you 
want to ask the audience to chime in on a 
topic. For instance, "Raise your hand if 
you've ever…" or "Who knows what this 
$picture is?" 
With some audiences, they'll take this as an 
opportunity to start a freeform dialog. This 
can quickly lead to the performance getting 
out of your control.

Asking for a response

» Only take respondents who raise their hands.

» Phrase the question hypothetically and don't take 
respondents at all.

» If you take freeform responses shouted out from 
the audience, don't be afraid to say, "Yup, that's 
great, thanks. Moving on now…" 
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Jokes can be a very effective way to connect 
with your audience. Laughing releases 
hormones which make people like you more.
But jokes can also be a very effective way to 
offend your audience. Or bore them.
If you're not 100% sure that your joke is 
going to knock it out of the park, you may 
wish to reconsider using it.

Jokes

Effective but risky
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Q&A interspersed or save to 
end or…? Depends on the 
content & your style. I'm easily 
distracted, so I typically prefer 
to save all of the questions 
until the end.

Basic Q&A

» Determining question periods

» Picking audience members

» Repeating the question

» Ask for questioner's name
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YOU HAVE TO STEP THROUGH THESE BULLETS 
(they don't all have notes here)
It is disrespectful of your audience not to handle 
disruptive audience members. Folks are there to learn 
& can't if there's someone disrupting the session.
Be firm but empathetic.
Let people know that they will be heard, it just doesn't 
have to be right that moment.
Don't be afraid to ask the baddie to leave (or be 
escorted out by the room proctor) if they won't behave.

Audience problems

» You don't have an answer

» Offending your audience

» Disruptive audience members

» That Guy In The Third Row

» "I have a story…" (comments rather than 
questions)
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CHECK TIME

Questions?
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OK, I'm going to blaze through 
this next section fairly quickly 
because the slides are pretty 
self-evident. Some of the tips, 
on the other hand, are not.

9. Before you speak
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Schedules? Yeah, they can change. One speaker dropping out for a 
family emergency can lead to a complete reschedule of who's speaking 
when and where.
While you're looking at that schedule, confirm that your speaking slot is 
as long as you remember it being. As well, double check that you 
haven't mis-remembered the promises of your talk description.
Is your talk up against another popular speaker? There's nothing to be 
done about this but knowing it in advance can help motivate you to do 
more promotion of your talk in advance of the event as well as setting 
your expectations lower as far as audience attendance.
Do you need any special equipment for your talk? Perhaps you have 
two speakers and need two microphones? Verify with the organizers 
that this sort of stuff will be OK.
Minimize day-of surprises. Check these things out in advance.

Seven(-ish) days before

» Confirm the schedule

» Double-check talk length and description

» Check for opposing talks

» Confirm special equipment
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Make sure there are no 11th hour changes to the schedule (they happen all the time).
What do you think of the layout of the room? 
How do your slides look on the projector in your room? You may find that they're 
unreadable or washed out. It's best to learn that the day before instead of in the 
middle of your presentation.
If the conference has a speaker lounge, it will often include a projector where you can 
test your slides. USE IT.
Double-check that your special equipment will be ready for your session.
Even if you're still tweaking, prepare a backup of your slides and put them 
somewhere other than your presentation machine: USB drive, iCloud, Dropbox, both, 
all. Back up all the things.
Run through your talk again. And again. You can always improve.
Don't be out all night before your performance. Try to get to bed at a time which will 
allow you a reasonable amount of sleep. Please respect your audience and make the 
effort to come to your talk well-rested.
Can't do these things day before? Do morning of (during keynote)

One(-ish) day before

» Double-check schedule

» Have a look at the room

» Test the projector & other gear

» Prepare backup slides

» Do another run-through

» Get some sleep
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If you're doing a demo, this is the time to do final 
checks. 
Set your computer to do-not-disturb mode. Shut 
down all unnecessary apps. Remove the possibility 
that your talk may be interrupted.
Set all your devices to silent mode and get them 
out of sight. These can be very distracting during a 
performance.
Give yourself a quick self-inspection. How do you 
look? How do you feel? 

One(-ish) hour before

» Finalize/confirm demos

» Shut down all other apps on presentation laptop

» Check clothes/hair
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Ideally, you're sitting in the presentation 
before. It gives you a better sense of the 
room and leads to you feeling more 
comfortable in the space.
Just before your talk, take one final visit 
to the toilet to deal with any final needs. 
While you're there, make sure 
everything is in order.

Twenty(-ish) minutes before

(Or session prior)

» Go to the toilet

» Double-check clothes, hair, teeth, fly

» Be in the presentation room
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Double-check your phone and other devices are set to 
minimal interrupt mode.
Please empty your pockets. If you don't you're likely to be 
fiddling with things in there throughout your talk.
Your lanyard can be distracting. It's particularly problematic if 
you're in a situation with a lot of lighting. 
Even if you don't think you'll need to, if there's a power plug 
near the podium please take the time to plug in. You never 
know when an app is going to go rogue and start consuming 
battery power.
If you need internet for a demo or other elements of your 
presention, do a final check that it's in working order. 

Ten(-ish) minutes before

(during setup)

» Turn off phone

» Verify all apps are off/silenced

» Empty pockets

» Remove lanyard

» Verify internet (if needed)

» Plug in machine
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CHECK TIME

Questions?
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10. After you speak
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Folks came to see you & will 
want to talk to you later. 
Encourage this if possible.

Continue the conversation
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Great way to make sure you 
end on time: "meet me in the 
hall"

Hallway track

» Take the conversation out to the hall

» Birds of Feather sessions/follow up

» Share your twitter/email

» Hand out business cards
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Engage w/your online 
audience, don't ignore them. 

Social networking

» Replying to mentions

» RT/reshare
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Ping VMB for help getting 
things to Internet Archive or for 
licensing help.

Sharing slides, audio/video

» Slideshare, YouTube, Internet Archive

» Personal page

» Licensing!

» Copyright != license

» Sharing additional code
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Getting feedback

You can't improve if you don't get feedback.
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Some conference software 
includes ability to rate talks & 
provide feedback to the 
speakers.

Conference systems w/builtin 
feedback form
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Soliciting feedback on your own

» Joind.in

» Google Forms / SurveyMonkey

» Social networks

» In person
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Reviewers are usually at the extremes of the 
spectrum. Strong feelings motivate participation in 
ratings. Meh feelings? People often don't bother 
reviewing.

You do want that feedback though, since you will 
want to reuse your talk. If you can help it, don't just 
present it ONCE. You need a better return on your 
investment. Present it multiple times. Retire it 
when you feel ready.

Reusing your talks gets a lot easier if you…

How to use feedback

» Grains of salt

» Improving your talk
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…do a good job of keeping 
track of them and the feedback.
I use GitLab for this. You be you, 
honey.
This is the final slide in the main 
content.

Curating slides/
talks

1.Commit your talks into 
version control

» Also your proposals and 
bios!

2.Record feedback in issues/
bug tracker

3.Version your content

4.Revise for each event

5.Revise when tech changes
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Wrapping up
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Now, any questions about 
ANY of what I've just dumped 
in your lap?

Slides

https://archive.org/details/nbpy2017-speakertraining

Resources

https://github.com/vmbrasseur/Public_Speaking

VM (Vicky) Brasseur

 @vmbrasseur
 vmbrasseur
 nbpy@vmbrasseur.com
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